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  . . loving (to the point of obsession) mother Cora (Kate O'Flynn) is accidentally killed in a . . . fire (yes, she was using a gas
ring). Arriving at the Downton party, Bates is still obsessed with Cora, and is incensed by how everybody at Downton seems to

accept Cora's death without question. TomBranson (Allen Leech) and his friends arrive at the party, intending to act as if
everything is normal. Cora's son, Branson's brother, is staying at Downton as a guest of Mr Carson (Robert Hardy). Amongst the

guests are Thomas, Mrs Hughes (Phyllis Logan), Lady Mary (Michelle Dockery) and her husband, Matthew (Dan Stevens),
Anna (Michelle Dockery), Cora's sisters, Mary (Deborah Findlay), Rose (Lily James) and Sybil (Isobel Steele), Cora's sister-in-
law, Marigold (Gemma Whelan), Violet (Maggie Smith) and Alfred (Michael Simkins), the family's butler. As Branson and his
friends celebrate, Bates stalks through the party, seeking out the young married couple who are having an affair, Edith and Dr
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Clarkson (Lesley Nicol). Thomas is sent out to find Dr Clarkson and bring him back to Downton. He arrives in the drawing
room and finds Dr Clarkson and Edith in the pantry, where the lovers are kissing. Bates comes in and is outraged when he sees
what is going on. Bates yells "You are a disgrace! You and your filthy adulteries! How dare you touch the servants! I'm going to

call the police!". Dr Clarkson explains that he is about to resign from his position, but he will need to take Edith with him.
Thomas tries to stop them, but they go anyway. Edith tells Dr Clarkson that she can't go with him. He refuses to believe her and

tells her that if she won't go with him, then Thomas will have to come and fetch her. Later, Thomas goes to see the butler,
Alfred, and asks him to go to London to find Dr Clarkson and Edith. Alfred agrees. Thomas and Alfred find the lovers in Dr

Clarkson's rooms at Claridge's. Edith is reluctant to leave her son and Alfred convinces her 82157476af
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